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ABSTRACT

A review of the Oskarshanm 2 Level 2 PSA has been conducted by VTT Processes. One objective
of the review was validation and development of Tillsynshandbok PSA applying it to Oskarsharrm 2
PSA Level 2 study.

The review was based on the PSA Level 2 documentation: the main report, the supporting reports
on containment success criteria and release calculations with the MAAP4 code, and five
phenomenological reports for selected specific questions. The main result of the phenomenological
analyses is that none of the phenomena considered contributes to the conditional failure probability
of the Oskarshamn 2 containment in severe accidents.

The project was conducted as a set of separate studies and the project quality assurance has also
focused on one part at the time. As such, the quality assurance is adequate. A high level QA
ensuring that all separate studies and analysis steps use same assumptions seems to be missing.
Results from the phenomenology reports are not always transferred to accident analyses and vice
versa.

There is no specific discussion of uncertainty or sensitivity analyses. In general, the number of
sensitivity analyses could be larger. Such should have been provided for sequences or phenomena
that could result in early or unt-nitigated release. Examples are pressure vessel failure at high
pressure, the effect of larger hydrogen production, and the key assumptions used for steam
explosion and direct containment heating. Suggestions for additional sensisivity studies have been
given in discussion of phenomenological reports.

The project documentation is generally good. Missing information is usually associated with
transfer of results from one study to another. It can be assumed that the information exists also in
this cases but has not been documented in the reports above. Documentation of the containment
event trees and the assumptions used for them could be more detailed, maybe similar to the
approach used in the Appendix of this report. More effort should have been taken to harmonise the
formalism which is different in case of the HS3 event trees.

There is very little discussion on utilisation of the results. Half of the core damage frequency results
in the containment end state SAM, which is not very well defined. SAM states in which the core is
not damaged should have been separated from the SAM states in which the core damage occurs but
containment is calculated to remain intact. A discussion should be presented how the plant could be
taken to a stable state from SAM conditions.

The SKI handbook was utilised in the review. It was generally found suitable although the guide
focuses more on conduction of PSA than review of it. Quality control, documentation of central
assumptions and the goal for comprehensive assessment is emphasised. Tables showing the most
important aspects of the a PSA review are useful. To reflect the usual way of conducting a Level 2
PSA, the Guide should even more emphasise the need for consistency between the specific
phenomenological studies and with the source ten-n estimates.

The guide points out that a result from a PSA does not only mean the quantitative results but also
the background information, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis and description of models and data.
Availability of this material was found central also when conducting the review.
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I GENERAL

The review has been conducted by VTT ProcessesNuclear Energy commissioned by SKI. The
review has been done by Ilona Lindholm and Risto Sairanen. The objective of the review was
validation and development of Tillsynshandbok PSA [SKI Report 99:48] applying it to Oskarshamn
2 PSA Level 2 study.

The aterial reviewed consisted of the main report, the supporting reports on containment success
criteria and release calculations, and a set of phenomenological reports for selected specific
questions. The list of documents reviewed is given below

1. PSA-02 niv5 2 - Huvudrapport, OKG-rapport 2/A3/0002.001, utgava 3 91.2002.

2. Oskarshanin 2 - Containment success criteria. OKG report 2001-06555., October 2001.

3. Oskarshamn 2 - Utsldppsber5kningar med MAAP4 f6r PSA-02 nivi 2 studie. OKG report 99-
08185 17.1999.

4. Core melt Behaviour Imediately Following RPV Failure for Oskarshamn 11 IPE, Report
FAI/98-1 IO, October, 1999.

5. A Phenomenological evaluation summary on deflagration and detonation of hydrogen for the
Oskarshamn 2 probabilistic safety assessment. OKG repori� 99-05261 E, June 1999.

6. A Phenomenological Evaluation of In-Vessel and Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions for Oskarshamn
2. OKG report 99-04056E, 1999-04-07

7. Potential for recriticality of the core material at Oskarsharnn 2 under recovery conditions from a
severe accident. OKG-report, 98-12463.1998-10-05.

8. A Phenomenological Summary on Direct Containment Heating in Support of the Oskarshamr 2
Power Station Probabilistic Safety Assessment, OKG report 98-12721E, October, 1999.

9. A Position paper on Vessel Failure and Vessel Thrust Forces for Oskarshanin 2 OKG report 99-
01 102E, 27.1.1999.

The Oskarshanm 2 PSA level 2 was divided into three separate parts: phenomenological studies,
accident analyses and probability estimates. Five severe accident phenomena potentially
endangering containment integrity have been investigated in detail [reports 59 in the list above]. In
addition, ex-vessel melt coolability and possibility of concrete ablation has been discussed as part of
the general melt behaviour report 4 The main result of the phenomenological analyses is that
none of the phenomena considered contributes to the conditional failure probability of the
Oskarshamn 2 contaim-nent in severe accidents, except for a small contribution from hydrogen
bums in cases with air filled containment.

The accident analyses have been done in two steps: the first part investigated the containment
response in various types of accidents and assumptions concerning availability of mitigating
svstems 2], the second part estimated the source term associated with containment failure modes.
The probability estimates finally combine probabilities of the plant damage states, conditional
probabilities of containment end states and release estimates for different containment end states to
get a comprehensive picture of the plant risk profile. The last part of the work has been done as a
manual spreadsheet calculation utilising information from ther)receding studies.
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The project was conducted in quite separate parts and quality assurance has also focused on one part
at the time. As such, the quality assurance is adequate, for example a QA of all data used in the
MAAP parameter file has been done. The report describing the MAAP4 fission product release
analyses [OKG report 99-08185] does not make a reference to the QA work, however. A high level
QA ensuring that all separate studies and analysis steps use same assumptions seems to be missing.

3A detail of this is the value given for the containment free gas volume in various reports: 8368 M

[OKG 99-05261, p. 461, 7965 M3 [OKG 99-04056, p. 102], 8180 rn' [OKG 2001-06555]. it is
admitted that variation of this magnitude in containment gas volume does not affect the general
results. A more important discrepancy is that the results from the phenomenology reports are not
always transferred to accident analyses and vice versa. An example of this is the observation that in
most MAAP calculations the in-vessel hydrogen production is small and therefore a large hydrogen
bum is a low probability event even in case of air filled containment. On the other hand, the steam
explosion study arguments that steam explosions have not been observed with oxidic melts. If in-
vessel hydrogen production is low, as in the MAAP calculations, the melt discharge from the
pressure vessel contains a high content of superheated metallic Zr, which may be more prone to a
steam explosion.

There is no specific discussion of uncertainty or sensitivity analyses. Such should have been
provided for sequences or phenomena that could result in early or umitigated release. Examples
are pressure vessel failure at high pressure, hydrogen production, assumptions used for steam
explosion and direct containment heating.

The project documentation is generally good. Missing information is usually associated with
transfer of results from one study to another. It can be assumed that the information exists also in
this cases but has not been documented in the reports above. Treatment of the HS3 containment
event trees is taken from Level I and differs from the other event trees. More effort should have
been taken to harmonise the formalism.

There is very little discussion on utilisation of the results. Half of the core damage frequency results
in the containment end state SAM, which is not very well defined. A discussion should be presented
how the plant could be taken to a stable state from SAM conditions.

The SKI handbook for PSA studies [SKI Report 99:48] was used as a guide for conducting the
review. The report has a twofold objective: it is a guide for conducting a comprehensive PSA study
for a plant and also a guide for review work. VTT's work consisted of a review of the Level 2 PSA
based on the published documents, and hence the focus was on corresponding parts of the guide.
Questions concerning rganisation of the comprehensive PSA work by the utility was not reviewed.

The guide was generally found good, in fact all aspects to which the reviewers made a comment
could be found somewhere in it. Quality control, documentation of central assumptions and the goal
for comprehensive assessment is emphasised. Table 51, showing the most important aspects of the
a PSA review is useful. To reflect the usual way of conducting a Level 2 PSA, the Table should also
point out the need for consistency between the specific phenomenological studies and with the
source term estimates. In the Oskarsharrm 2 PSA the phenomenological investigations were done
before the MAAP4 analyses. The phenomenology reports seem to be quite independent, and in
some of them the plant specific part is modest. The observations and results from these studies are
not transferred to MAAP analyses in all details.

The SKI guide points out that a result from a PSA does not only mean the quantitative results but
also the background information, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis and description of models and
data [SKI Report 99:48, 72]. This was found central also when conducting this review. The
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Oskarshamn 2 Level 2 study contains some sensitivity analyses, but their number could be larger.
Questions to be assessed are possibilities for early release and methods to reach a stable plant state
from the SAM condition.

2 OSAKARSHAMN 2 LEVEL 2 PSA ANALYSES

2.1 THE PROCEDURE

The Oskarshamn 2 Level 2 PSA has been conducted using conventional methods, described already
in the NREG 1150 study and utilised before for the Oskarshamn 3 PSA [Knochenhauer and
Andersson 1999]. The method can be surnmarised as follows:

- Accident sequences causing core damage are collected frorn the PSA Level I

- The sequences are grouped (binned) based on the resulting plant state. Core damage probability
for each bin is determined based on the Level I PSA results.

- A containment event tree (CET) is developed for each bin. The event trees consider systems
available for accident management after core damage and phenomena that can endanger the
containment integrity.

- The event trees are analysed to determine containment failure modes and their conditional
probabilities.

- Containment response for some phenomena can be estimated by separate analyses

- An estimate of fission product release (source term) is determined for all event tree/containment
end state combinations. The Oskarshamn 2 study utilised the integral severe accident computer
code NLAAP4 to derive the source term for selected sequences.

- The study is usually supported by sensitivity analyses for iportant assumptions.

2.2 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE OSKARSHAMN 2 PSA LEVEL 2

Oskarshamn PSA Level I and Level 2 studies have been separately conducted. The main report
states [Huvudrapport 2002, p. 91 that the separation does not markedly affect the results, but
evidence for the argument is not given. It has not been possible in this review to investigate the link
between PSA Level and Level 2 in detail. Major errors have not been detected in this respect,
however.

Binning of the Level I sequences has been done based on the Level I core damage states (HSI,
HS2, HS3, T2, Y). Some of these have been further divided into LOCA cases, HS21, for example,
and cases with air filled containment, (HS21, ... ). Separate bins have not been constructed for high
or ow system pressures or for early vs. late core damages. These aspects have been to some extent
considered in analysis of the event trees.

The containment event trees are analysed in several steps:
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- engineering type and NM P4 calculations have been used to determine the containment
response (success criteria) in selected accident conditions [OKG Report 2001-06555].

- containment failure modes due to some phenomena have been excluded based on findings from
the separate analyses

- availability (failure probability) for accident management systems or actions has been taken
from Level 1. These are considered as CET nodes, based on which probabilities for Level 2 end
states are determined.

A detailed review of the containment event trees is given in the next chapter.

The role of the phenomenology analyses is central in excluding some of the potential early release
modes from the study. An example of this is a containment failure due to a steam explosion, which
has a probability P = in the study. Therefore, high confidence should be expected from this type
of analyses.

Ruling out containment failure due to energetic phenomena has as a consequence a "smooth"
development of all severe accident sequences: core melts, fails the vessel and relocates to the
suppression pool. Therefore only few release paths have been considered:

1) normal leakage

2) release through filtered vent

3) slow overpressure if pool cooling and filtered vent fail

4) hydrogen bum in some rare sequences (air filled containment)

5) bypass (very low probability

The MAAP4 code has been used to help determine the containment success criteria, and to estimate
plant response and source term in selected accidents. In these applications the main factor is the
suppression pool mass and energy balance, for which the MAAP4 code is well qualified. A detailed
review concerning the NLAAP4 source tenn analyses is given in chapter 42.

There is no separate discussion of sensitivity studies in the main report. The containment success
criteria report[OKG 2001-06555] includes sensitivity analyses, but most of these consider
inclusion/omission of particular systems 733, 861, ... ). Only few of these additional calculations
investigate the difference of high pressure /low pressure scenarios, and none the high level results
from phenomenological report. Examples of these are coolability of the debris in the suppression
pool (it is now assumed always coolable), containment failure due to steam explosion or direct
containment heating (the probability is now =0 in all sequences), or hydrogen generation given by
the NLkAP4 code (low in most cases). The last affects not only the possibility of hydrogen bum but
also containment pressurisation and hence timing of release.

2.3 THE CONTAINMENT EVENT TREES

The input of the containment event trees are the Level I bins, primarily based on the core damage
states (HSI, HS2, etc.) and further subdivided by selected initiators (LOCAs, initiators during
outage, etc) [OKG report 2001-06555]. The bin frequencies have been directly obtained from the
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Level I study. Event trees were developed for Level 11 end state designators, that identify the mode
of containment failure or success. Most of the end states indicate the containment decay beat
removal capability, practically behaviour of the suppression ool. This is due to the result obtained
from the separate analyses, excluding energetic containment failure modes and basernat melt-
through. The containment failure/release modes are hence limited to:

- nonnal leakage

- filtered release

- overpressure failure

- containment bypass

- hydrogen bum in deinerted containment

The MAAP4 computer code has been used as a supporting tool to determine the containment
performance. All bin/end state sequences have not been calculated with NLAAP, instead a set of
characteristic sequences have been selected and the results have been generalised to others. A
number of manual estimates described in [OKG report 2001-065551 have also been used. The
containment behaviour is determined in most cases by the suppression pool energy balance. The
MAAP4 code is judged to be well qualified for this type of calculations. Due to the predictable
behaviour of the suppression pool, and hence the containment, the approach mixing MAAP4
calculations and expert judgement can be considered valid fot most of the sequences, especially the
slow progressing ones.

The event trees and Level 11 end states have been quantified y using the so-called top node failure
probabilities, shown below. Utilising the node probabilities and Level I bin frequencies, a frequency
for a end states can be obtained by simple manual or spreadsheet calculations.

Table 1. CET Top Node Failure Probabilities [same as Table 7-8, OKG report 2001-06555]

Node Description Failure probability

WI 322 pool cooling 6.84E-04

W4 322 independent sprays 3221) 8.48E-02

W4M shutdown of 3221 LOOE-02

W5 362 vent. disc or manual 6.59E-03

W5R 362 vent. rupture disc 1 I OE-02

W5M 362 vent. manual 3.OOE-01

X ADS function 1.50E-01

W6 321/331 shutdown cooling ?

U2 351 boron injection ?

The HS3 event trees utilise the W6 and U2 nodes, for which probabilities are not given.

A summary of the observations of the Oskarshanin 2 containment event trees is given below, a
detailed list is given in Appendix .

HSI sequences



HSI sequences are characterised by a failure to scram. The accident sequence is very rapid resulting
in vessel failure within -1 hour. Containment pressure is high after vessel failure requiring
operation of filtered vent. If opening succeeds, release is through filtered vent, otherwise through
failed containment.

Comment. The sequence HSI-o containment failure) is grouped with other o-sequences when
calculating fission product release. Due to the expected early containment failure, the release
characteristics of this sequence are supposed to be more severe than other o-sequences.

HS2 sequences

In all HS2 sequences the core damage occurs due to loss of all injection to the vessel. The group has
been divided to a number of subclasses to better reflect the possible initiators and operation states.
HS2 represents all cases that have not been included in other classes.

The HS2 containment end states/event trees [Figure 73, OKG report 2001-06555] are generalised
ones, produced by assuming that the operation/unavailability of ADS does not markedly affect the
sequence. ADS operation is explicitly considered only in cases of HS2-o / HS2-oa end states.

Comment. There is some confusion between the sequences named HS2-oa and HS2-o in the Figure
7-4, OKG report 2001-06555. The figure implies that HS2-oa represents the case with failed ADS,
the table on page 51 of the same report that it represents the case with successful ADS. The
information given in the table is considered correct.

HS2E sequ nces

HS2E are LOCA sequences in which the suppression pool is bypassed and containment pressure
control system 361 is assumed unavailable. HS2E is characterised by early containment failure
(prior to core damage). Cases with and without containment sprays have been calculated with
MAAP4 [OKG report 99-08185]. Accident progression is very similar in both cases except for
fission products. These are effectively removed if sprays are available.

HS21 sequences

HS2 events that occur when containment is deinerted are designed HS21. The logic of constructing
the event trees differs from HS2 by having the ADS function (X) as the first node. The background
for this selection are the N1AAP4 analyses described in chapter 33 of OKG report 2001-06555
showing that without ADS enough hydrogen 200 kg) is produced in the core to fail the
containment if burning.

Based on the NLAAP4 results it has been assumed that without ADS (sequence HS21-oh) an early
containment failure occurs due to hydrogen bum. On the other hand with ADS the hydrogen
production is estimated small and the end states are as for HS2.

Comment. -Containment behaviour is sensitive to the N1AAP4 result giving small hydrogen
production cases with ADS. Some other codes might give larger in-vessel and ex-vessel
hydrogen production, see discussion in chapter 34 of this report.

Comment. The frequencies given for two HS21 sequences in Table 79 of OKG report 2001-06555
(reproduced as Table 72 in the main report) seem to be in error. A comparison of the given values
and values calculated from containment nodes is:
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Table 2 Comparison of end state fteq uenecies calculated by the revieivers and reported in the study

Sequence Frequency OKG report 2001-06555 Frequency, calculated

HS21-os 8.09E 13 8.21E-15

HS21-sam 8.17E- 1 5 8.12E- 3

HS2L sequences

HS21- sequences are initiated by a LOCA assuming loss of all injection. The event trees are very
similar to the HS2 cases. All HS2L sequences have been generated assuming that the end state is
independent of operation/non operation of ADS. Due to a eak in the coolant system in LOCA
cases, the question may not be as important as for HS2.

Plant state in HS2L-sam after 24 hours resembles that of HS2-sam: the containment is intact but
pool temperature is increasing and containment pressure is high.

HS3 sequences

HS3 sequences are accidents, in which the core is damaged clue to a loss of the condensation pool
cooling (loss of system 322). The sequences are typically long, sufficient core injection is usually
available for the first IO hours.

Treatment of the HS3 event trees differs from the others in the Oskarshamn 2 Level 2 PSA. The
actions taken by the operator to establish the pool cooling were included already in the Level I trees
[0KG report 2001-06555]. Maybe due to different treatment, documentation of the HS3 sequences
contains more inaccuracies or ambiguous expression than the other parts of the report. Comments in
this respect are:

- Figures 7-7 and 7-8 of OKG report 2001-06555 have the condition W I
(availability/unavailability of 322) as the first node. This is confusing because 322 is by
definition unavailable in HS3 sequences.

- Sequences presented in chapter 72 of OKG report 2001-06555 have been separately
constructed and described for internal core injection by 323 (Fig. 77) and external injection by
327 (Fig. 78). The event tree quantification part, chapter 73, utilises a different subdivision to
LOCA cases (HS3L), deinerted cases (HS31) and others ('HS3). or HS3, quantification based
on injection type instead of initiator type may have been ore feasible.

- two additional nodes have been used. W6: use of shut down cooling system 321/331) and U2:
use of boron injection system 351). Failure probabilities f these nodes have not been given.

- end state designators differ from the other event trees. The additional HS3 designators JB,
OTI) in OKG report 2001-06555 are not in line with other end states that reflect the state of the
containment

HS3 ominates the Oskarshamn 2 core damage frequency by about 50% contribution, and HS3-sam
dominates containment end states having a frequency of 285 10-5 /year out of the total 464 I -
5/year. Therefore analysis of the HS3-sam states should have reserved more attention. The only
HS3-sam sequence, for which a MAAP4 analysis is presented is of HS31-sam. The sequence is
very slow and results after 40 hours in a state where pool temperature is high, 167 C, and
containment pressure is high, 8.5 bars 362 was assumed unavailable). At that time the core is still
intact, however. HS31-sarn differs from the sam states in other sequences like HS2L-sam, where the
containment is after 24 hours intact but core damage has already occurred. The study could be more
transparent by a separation of these into different categories.
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An example of the ambiguous use of the HS3-sam desiL- :Cator comes from the main report, p. 33:

Orsaken till att sluttillstindet SAM dominerar dr ai yckad Junktion av system 322 i HS3-
sekvensenserf,5rhindrar att inneslutningen vertrycks och dessa sekvenser leder till konsekvenser
SAM, vilket innebdr att hdrden dr vdl kyld under den analyserade tidsperioden.

322 is unavailable in HS3 sequences by definition, therefore it can not contribute in a way given in
the statement.

OT2-sequences

OT2 sequences are accidents, in which the core is damaged due to loss of 34 safety valve fitnction.
The vessel pressure rises up to the level, assumed II bars in the study, in which the vessel head
bolts stretch causing a small LOCA. The pressure is so high that injection to the vessel may be
prevented, see for example p. 63, OKG report 2001-06555.

OT21-sequences

OT21-sequences are identical to T2 except that they occur when the containment is in deinerted.

Y-b sequence

Y-b is a bypass sequence in which there is an unisolated break outside the containment A NiAAP4
calculation exists assuming a break in the 321 system.

3 SEPARATE ANALYSES OF CONTAINMENT
PHENOMENA

The basis of the Oskarshamn 2 PSA level 2 studies are the integrated NkAP4 analyses. Certain key
phenomena, that are crucial for accident sequence progression, but NLkAP4 is deemed not to handle
sufficiently reliably, have been dealt with special separate analyses. Six separate phenomena have
been identified needing special resolution:

- ex-vessel core melt coolability,

- steam explosions,

- hydrogen combustion,

- recriticality,

- direct containment heating (DCH) and

- vessel failure mode and vessel thrust forces.

In general MAAP 4 is well applicable for prediction of the suppression pool energy balance,
containment over-all pressurisation and temperature behaviour and for fission product release
predictions. Other integral codes, like WLCOR seem to predict similar overall behaviour, though
the modelling basis is totally different.

3.1 LONG-TERM CONTAINMENT PRESSURISATION

The overall pressurisation of containment due to vaporisation is based on NAAP4 analyses.
MAAP4 models can be considered valid for prediction of slow, long term pressurisation.

However, it is known that MAAP4 results for the fori-nation of non-condensable gases in the
chemical reaction differ from other codes. Firstly, the in-vessel H2 production may be lower than
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other codes predict. A code comparison between MAAP, MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAPS5 was
performed some years ago with NKS/RAK-2 project Lindholm et at., 1995] A similar high and
lo", pressure scenario was calculated with MAAP 4 and MELCOR for Olkiluoto plant and with
SCDAP/RELAP5 for Forsmark plant. The in-vessel hydrogen poductions with different codes
without core reflooding are compared in Table 31.
Table 3 Comparison in-vessel hydrogen production predicted by dif

'f ferent computer codes.
MAAP and MELCOR calculations arefor Olkiluoto plant case andWDAPIRELAP5 calculation

for Forsmark case [Lindholm et al., 1995].

Mass of generated hydrogen [kg]

Low pressure scenario High pressure scenario

MAAP 4 110 500

MELCOR 424 730

SCIDAP/RELAP5 313 518

MAAP 4 predicts clearly less ydrogen production for lo", pressure scenarios than other available
models. Furthermore, MELCOR predicted higher H2 production for high pressure scenario than
MAAP4. his comparison shows that there is quite a large uncertainty in the in-vessel hydrogen
production.

The remaining zirconium metal that is discharged from the pressure vessel to the containment water
pool can oxidise as well. The fragmentation of debris during discharge will increase the surface area
for oxidation processes. Thus excess Zr oxidation during the fall-through of melt in the containment
water pool cannot be excluded. The Finnish regulation is very strict in this respect requiring that the
containment must be designed for 100 reaction of easily oxidising material in the core [STUK
YVL Guide 1.0].

The total amount of zirconium in 02 core is 32 450 kg taken from [Lindholm, 2000]. This number
differs from the value 19 420 kg given in [OKG report 99-05261E]. The difference is probably due
to omission of the fuel cans. The maximum amount of hydrogen generated from the mass of 32 450
kg Zirconium is 1423 kg. The total gas volume during normal operation of the 02 is reported [OKG
report 99-05261E] to be 8368 m3. The partial pressure of hydrogen, if all Zr is assumed to oxidise
Would thus be 27 bar. If all cladding 19 420 kg) would oxidise the partial pressure of generated
hydrogen would be 16 bar. If the partial pressure due to ydrogen is assumed to be established
soon after RPV failure, the starting pressure for containment pressure control systems would be
about 26-3.7 bar. This would result in significantly earlier containment depressurization needs or
containment failure times.

Comment: Uncertainty analyses should be performed assuming higher in-vessel hydrogen
generation and taking into account the additional hydrogen generation in the containment water
pool.

The MAAP4 code assumes a full quenching of the core melt when falling into containment water
pool. This assumption necessarily requires that the melt will fragment effectively during fall-
through. Since the melt temperature is above 2500 K (max melt temperature 3 00 K), the thermal
energy of the melt for solidification and cooling to temperature of 1400 K would be 1 16E I I J. The
release of this amount of heat ould vaporise 51-54 m 3 of water. The MAAP4 results imply that the
MAAP4 model assumes all thermal energy from the coriumaoing to heating of the total water mass
of te wetwell pool, since no steam spikes can be seen.
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Comment: A sensitivity study would be advisable to evaluate, what would be the effect if all or part
of melt thermal energy is used for steaming of water. This may have effect on containment pressure
soon after melt relocation to containment water pool, particularly if simultaneously more complete
zirconium oxidation is also accounted for in the calculation.

3.2 CORE MELT BEHAVIOUR

A separate report [FAI/98-1 10) is provided for more detailed analysis of core melt behaviour after
RPV failure. The structure and the contents of the report follow the "path of core melt" from the
pressure vessel failure location to the ultimate corium repository on the wetwell floor, Figure 1. The
coriurn flow meets first an aluminium plate on level 98 m, after that the melt flow on the floor of
lower drywell and to the 30 cm-diameter hole, flow through the hole and settles on the wetwell
floor. The report is slightly in off-balance, since a total of pages is used in estimation of melting
of the 3-mm thick aluminium plate. The rapid failure of aluminium plate is obvious, either by
melting or by the accumulating weight of corium. The most extensive analysis 16 pages) is given
to melt flow in the lower drywell, the crust formation on the 30-cm vertical pipe, which is in line
with the task. The last and the most crucial one is the coolability of corium in the wetwell pool has
been dealt with only one page. The formation of debris bed and more through discussion on the
used assumptions and related uncertainties would have been useful. Furthermore, a short review of
experiments on coolability and available models would have been appropriate in the beginning of
the report, as has been done in most of the other separate phenomenological reports.

Upper RPV Upper
Drywell Drywell

Personel 3 mm- thick Downcomer
H,atch A 06.0 m Pipe 2

Attj=o.q1 m

Lower
Drywell

Corium

0 30 tm
"M

Figure 1. Melt relocation path in Oskarshamn 2.
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In the analysis the RV failure is assumed to occur by failure of penetration welds, according to the
observations from Sandia's LHF-4 lower head test. The RPV failure is assumed to take place in the
CRD tubes in the central region of the control rod drive cluster. The core melt would be transported
through the RV lower head hole onto an aluminium plate with thickness of 7 mm. This plate is
located 319 m below the bottom of the RPV. The aluminiurn floor does not have holes for direct
corium flow to the lower drywell floor and corium has to melt the metal plate first. This is estimated
to occur in less than a second after contact with corium. From the aluminium plate the coriurn
would flow 75 meters downwards onto lower drywell concrete floor. According to the drawings
presented in [FAI/98-1 IO], the thickness of the lower drywell floor is I m. There is a downcomer
tube connecting the lower drywell to the wetwell suppression pool located near the periphery of the
lower drywell floor. The downcomer pipe is made of steel and has a diameter of 30 cm.

An analysis is performed on the integrity of the downcomer pipe. Melt spreading is assumed to take
place rapidly from the corium discharge location to the downcomer location. Downcomer failure
due to thermal attack of concrete is estimated with manual clculations based on energy balances.
The calculations resulted in relatively rapid failure of the downcomer tubes and connection of
wetwell and drywell atmospheres. The possibility of refreezing of coriurn is estimated both for the
lower part of the downcomer tube and the I m thick part where the tube passes through the concrete
floor. The possibility of refreezing of the corium in the downcomer tube/concrete floor opening is
estimated with energy balance-type of approach. The heat losses during corium spreading are not
taken into account and the initial corium temperature in the beginning of discharge is assumed to be
2500 K. The refreezing heat transfer from the corium to the -tube walls is calculated assuming the
heat transfer coefficient to be very high, 13 500 W/m 2K. Tis assumption gives a result that the
steel tube would melt and fail. he same heat transfer coefficient is used for evaluation, if corium
refreezes on the concrete hole housing the downcomer pipe. A 3 0 W/M2 K heat transfer
coefficient gives a thickness-estimate of 3 cm for the crust fon-ning in the hole. It is therefore
concluded that the downcomer hole cannot be blocked by solidified debris.

Downward heat transfer coefficient, estimated from the SURC- and ACE tests with siliceous
concrete for oxidic melt, vary from 390 W/M2 /K to 450 W/M2,X . The respective values for metallic
melts are from SURC tests 1950 W/M2 /K and from the BETA tests 3500 - 14760 W/M2 /K [Epstein,
1998]. Thus, the value of 13 500 W/m 2/K can be considered high. When using a heat transfer
coefficient of 3000 W/m 2/K one would get a crust thickness of 15 cm, which would just block the

30 cm-hole A heat transfer coefficient of I 00 W/M2 /K would results in crust thickness of 45 cm.

Comment: It is proposed that sensitivity studies should be performed assuming that the downcomer

pipe would be blocked and initially the coriurn would stay in dry cavity.

The result of the calculations is that corium will flow to the wetwell pool and no freezing to the

flow channel or to the lower drywell floor would occur. When falling into the wetwell pool the

debris is assumed to fragment completely into particles large enough to have a dryout heat flux of I

MW/M2 or more. The steaming rate of water during fragmentation and fall-through in water pool is

also estimated and it is concluded that instantaneous steaming would increase the containment

pressure with about I bar.

A total fragmentation of corium in the containment water pool is assumed in the performed analysis

[FAI/98-1 10], [Huvudrapport]. Recent experiments, e.g. FAR0, have shown that melt discharge to

a subcooled water pool can lead to strong fragmentation, bt also part of the melt may form a

porous, continuous debris bed, so-called cake [Magallon et al., 1999]. If the continuous cake layer is

thick enough (more than 10 cm) it may re-melt in the long run and form a melt pool surrounded by

a crust. This situation can be reduced to the situation studied in the MACE tests. The results of the
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MACE tests suggest that the melt pool is eventually coolable, but ablation cannot be excluded.
Generally the MACE test results have suggested that a melt layer thinner that 10 cm is inherently
coolable by conduction. Layers thicker that IO cm need other cooling processes to result in coolable
state. Some simple estimates on concrete ablation have been given by Lindholm [Lindholm, 2000].
Lindholm estimated that the concrete would ablate 1.8 cm, but this estimate is based on the
complete spreading of melt on the wetwell floor. The generic coolability analyses performed by
Farmer with CORQUENCH code for a PWR case suggest, that a 30-cm-deep melt pool is slowly
coolable, but concrete may ablate about 60 cm prior to reaching a quenched state [Farmer, 200 1 ].

Furthermore, part of the melt that is discharged from the pressure vessel may be metallic. Metallic
melt is more likely to for fe fragments, than oxidic melt. A layer of fine particles on top of the a
bed of coarser particles may impede the access of water to the deep oxidic particle bed [Lindholm,
20001.

In small containment, like generally in BWRs, concrete ablation loads the containment by release of
non-condensable gases. In siliceous concrete it will be mostly hydrogen, in excess to the hydrogen
produced in the Zr oxidation.

Comment: Sensitivity studies assuming slow coolability and varying concrete ablation depth should
be assessed for all Oskarshamn accident cases, where core melt gets into contact with containment
floor. These should cover both the cases, where a melt pool exists beneath a crust that may or may
not have particle material on top and cases where a layer of small particles (O < I im is assumed
to be atop of coarser particles.

3.3 HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

The theory combined with a review to experimental information about hydrogen combustion
phenomenology is sufficiently presented in the report [OKG report 99-05261E]. All aspects from
ignition limits to deflagration, DDT and detonation are generally described. The section with
application to 02 plant case is relatively compact 12 pages) but a lot of calculations are explicitly
described in the appendices. The report is well-balanced and comprehensive.

It is concluded in the report that if hydrogen mixture, full-filling the general minimum flammability
limits, exists in the containment before the vessel failure, there will always be an ignition source.
However, if the hydrogen is discharged from the pressure vessel following the vessel failure, the
hydrogen would be mixed with steam and core debris would not provide an ignition source, because
the residence time in the pedestal region would be very small.

Comment: It may be possible, that core debris is dispersed to some extent on the sides of the
pedestal region and outside the aluminium plate, where is stays. In this case a hot ignition source
may be available also at a later time of the accident, if steam is removed from the atmosphere.

Comment: The reported in-vessel hydrogen generation is low in several cases (H2S and H3S cases
with ADS functioning, T2 sequences). On the other hand, corium resides in the pressure vessel
lower head water pool for sufficiently long (more than 0.5 h) that oxidation could occur. Does the
applied MAAP4 model take into account the oxidation in the lower head In all cases expect for
bottom head LOCA, there will be sufficiently water to provide steam source for additional in-vessel
oxidation in the lower head. Sensitivity cases should be carried out assuming oxidation to continue
in the RPV lower head.

The report OKG report 99-05261E presents a calculation for the oxygen mass in the containment.
Based on containment freeboard volume of 8368 M3 being at atmospheric pressure and at
temperature of 300 K, it shows that 70.5 kmol of oxygen exists in the atmosphere. Based on this, it
is concluded that the maximum amount of hydrogen that can bum corresponds to 33.1 oxidation
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of cladding. Furthermore it is calculated that the pressure during an adiabatic, isochoric and
complete combustion (AICC ) with zero steam mole fraction is about 86 bar, which is still below
the assumed containment failure pressure of 9 bar. If the steam mole fraction in the containment
exceeds 32 %, but not 55 %, which is the steam-inerting limit, AICC would exceed the containment
failure pressure.

Comment: The report does not include any estimates related to the AICC temperatures. In general
the AICC temperature start from 800 K near the flammability limit and extends to a maximum of
2600 K at stoichiometric H,-02 concentration. This suggests a concern of containment leak-
tightness also on the basis of high gas temperatures, even in combustion cases, where containment
failure pressure would not be exceeded.

A reference calculation was perfon-ned with NVELCOR code ith Olkiluoto reactor input just to get
an estimate with a another model. The containment was assumed to be air-filled from the start of
the accident. The ignition limit was set to 7 hydrogen with at least oxygen and maximum 5
% steam. Containment water-filling system was assumed t have been started 0.5 h from the
initiating event (station blackout). Autoignition of hydrogen took place in the wetwell, when about
20 kg of H2 had accumulated to the wetwell. Three sequential bums occurred in the wetwell, each
burning about 20 kg of H2. During each bum a maximum gas temperature of 1300 K was reached
and the time period with gas temperature exceeding 600 K was about I min in each bum. The
pressure in the containment remained below 375 bar. One final hydrogen bm occurred about 0.5 h
later, when combustion limits were also reached in the drywell, too. Two sequential bums
consuming a total of 70 kg hydrogen occurred in the drywell. The peak gas temperatures during the
bums exceeded 850 K and the time periods during which the edestal and drywell gas temperatures
exceeded 600 K were about I min each. The peak drywell pressure was about 35 bar. At the same
time the amount of 50 kg of H2 was burned in the wetwell, causing an bar pressure spike in the
wetwell. The gas temperature in the wetwell peaked to 1400 K. The time period during which the
gas temperature exceeded 600 K was 1.5 min. All these combustions took place prior to RV
failure. At the time of last H2 bum the total amount of H2 released from the core was 320 kg. This
exercise suggests that even smaller amounts of hydrogen and leaner than stoichiometric mixtures of
air-hydrogen-steam can result in high gas temperatures even though the pressures do not exceed
containment failure pressure.

Comment: What would the gas temperatures be in 02 containment during and after H2 combustion
and furthermore, has the survivability of various door sealings under hydrogen bum temperatures
been taken into account in the PSA level 2 

Studies have been performed for Olkiluoto case on the issue of hydrogen accumulation to reactor
building rooms that house containment penetrations, e.g. sstem 32 I pipelines. The hydrogen is
released from the containment through nominal leakage path. If a large amount of hydrogen is
released into the containment, a nominal leakage from the containment to the reactor building
would be enough to provide detonable hydrogen concentrations in the reactor building rooms with
pipeline penetrations [Silde & Lindholm, 19991 A detailed 3-D analysis of detonation pressure
loads [Silde & Redlinger, 2001] are high enough that the reactor building wall structures may be
jeopardised by detonation [Saarenheimo et al., 2002].

Comment: Containment penetration failure due to external ydrogen detonation may provide an
additional challenge to containment, not presently considered ]"or Oskarshamn 2.

3.4 STEAM EXPLOSIONS

The separate report on steam explosion issues [OKG 99-04056EJ is the most comprehensive of
separate phenomenology reports. The report begins with a long and detailed description of existing
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experimental information on steam explosions, altogether 84 pages. The applicability of this data to
02 case should have been estimated and reported more explicitly. A simple, hand-calculation type
of methodology is given to estimating pressure loads during fael-coolant interaction. The method
relies strongly upon selected reaction time constants and energy releases during FCI. The technical
basis for selection of constants and applied assumptions are not clearly indicated. These
assumptions, however, have a crucial impact on the obtained results for 02 applications. In the
appendix, a more detailed calculation method is described, be it has not been applied to 02 analysis.
The reason for this is not given in the report. The contents of the report is slightly off-balance in a
sense, that the plant assessment and related methodology were covered in I pages, whereas the
generic description of phenomena and related experiments have deserved 84 pages. Most of the
information given in the phenomenology part has not been used in the plant assessments.

Comment. The report contains 178 pages, of which the plant specific application is presented on 6
pages only. Descripition of experiments should have focused on experiments and conditions that
resemble the assumptions utilised in the Oskarshamn 2 PSA: Ex-vessel conditions with low system
pressure and melt mixtures with high content of metallic Zirconium. The ZREX experiments are
mentioned in application part, but not described of referenced. The mechanistic calculation model
described in Appendix A is not used for plant application. Instead, steaming rate in fuel-coolant
interaction is calculated with the "rapid steaming formula" (practically the same formula as used for
core quenching in the core melt behavior report FAI/98-1 IO). The steaming rate is later used to
estimate a steam explosion type of shock wave.

The report OKG 99-04056E states that more probable than a propagating supersonic thermal
reaction is a rapid steaming in a ixture of coarsely fragmented corium. and water without any
further fragmentation of molten corium. It is further indicated that steam explosions with uranium
oxide melts are very rare, even if triggering is used. A suggested explanation is given that the melt
superheat of U02 has been very low a few tens of degrees) in the tests making the time period
between fragmentation and cooling to solidus temperature to be of the order of I sec. Solidification
will prevent finer fragmentation of the melt.

The Zr oxidation and hydrogen generation during ex-vessel pours of metallic melt can be seen from
Table A-5 of report [OKG 99-04056E] gathering the energy balances in four ZREX tests. ZREX
test were performed with molten zirconium or Zr (90%)-ZrO2(10%) melts. These tests resulted in
Zr oxidation fractions varying 48 - 92 %, which reveals the strong inclination of Zr to oxidise in
water pools.

Comment: The ex-vessel oxidation of melt and hydrogen production should be accounted for in
accident scenario analyses of Oskarshanin 2 PSA level 2.

The particle size of corium after experiencing fragmentation is estimated to be 2.4 mm (forinula
A I in report [OKG 99-04056E]). The pressure rise due to rapid steam generation is calculated from
the formulas 31 and 32 of report [OKG 99-04056E] as follows
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q, A1 (3

hfg

where

iii = maximum steam generation rate (kg/s)

q,., = heat flux due to explosive interaction based on the pool area =30 MW/rn2

AP001 = water pool cross - sectional area (m2)

hfg = latent heat of vaporization of water = 225 MJ/kg at I bar

R-T
AP = � _ th -At (3 - 2)

MH20 

where

T = containment temperature (K)

R = gas constant = 8314 J/krnol K

V containment volume m3)

M H20 =molecular weight of water= 18kg/kmol

At = explosive interaction time (s)

In the report [OKG 99-04056E] the water pool cross-sectional area was assumed to be equal to the
bottom area of a conical heap of particle debris =36.3 in 2) used in the melt behaviour report [OKG
99-04056E]. Using this floor area will result to steam generation rate of 484 kg/s according to eq.
3-1. There is uncertainty about the area, on which the core dbris would accumulate. If the whole
wetwell floor area is assumed for the melt spreading area, eq. 31 would yield for steam generation
rate 4293 kg/s.

The pressure increase corresponding to the calculated steam eneration is calculated from eq. 32.
The pressure increase with the reported steam generation of 484 kg/s is low, 14 kPA. More
interestingly, if the corium is assumed to spread on a larger area, the pressure would also increase.
With the bounding value of coriurn spreading on the entire floor, would yield a pressure increase of
1.24 bar to the entire gas space of the Oskarshamn 2 containment. The interaction between corium.
and water will take place in the wetwell. It is assumed in te report [OKG 99-04056E] that the
wetwell and drywell gas space is so widely connected that te pressure difference would balance
immediately (volume V in eq. 32 is 7965 m3= 4976m' (DW) + 2989 in' (WW)). However, if the
gas sace connection would be smaller, say only the 30-cm-diameter downcomer pipe, the pressure
difference would not immediately balance. If one assumes hat wetwell atmosphere experiences
first the rapid steam generation prior to slower venting to the drywell atmosphere (V= wetwell free
volunie=2989 in3), eq. 32 would yield for pressure increase in the wetwell 332 bar.

Comment: he effects of coriurn spreading to a larger wetwell floor area than assumed 36.3 in 2
should be assessed. Also, the effects of limited wetwell atmosphere venting capacity to drywell
atmosphere should be assessed. Faster steam generation in addition to extra hydrogen generation in
the wetwell pool would yield higher wetwell pressures than evaluated in report [OKG 99-04056E].
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If the debris is assumed to quench = reach water saturation temperature) as it enters the wetwell
water pool, the rate of energy transfer QD t the wetwell pool is given in the report [OKG 99-
04056E] with formula A-3 1:

OD =PD Av UD [CD VD T,.,)+YD I A-31
where

PD = melt density (kg/m3 = 8000 kg/m3

* v = vessel failure area (m2 = r - 0. 03 52= 3.8. 10-IM2

* D =rnelt discharge velocity m/s)

CD = melt specific heat(J/kg/K = 600 J/kg/K

TD = melt initial temperature (K = 2500 K

T,,t = saturation temperature = 3 73 K at bar

YD = latent heat of fusion of the melt (J/kg = 28 -I O' kg

The melt discharge velocity can be defined from eq. A-5 of report [OKG 99-04056E]

[ 2 - Pps - P) 1/2
UD A-5

PD

where

PPS = reactor coolant system pressure = 70 - 4 bar

Pc = containment pressure at the beginning of discharge = I - 4 bar

PD = melt density (kg/m3 = 8000 kg/m3

Formula A-5 yields for the discharge velocity at Oskarshamn 2 case 87 - 41 m/s. This corresponds

to core melt mass flow rate of 264 - 1246 kg/s being discharged onto lower drywell floor. The core

melt has to be carried further from the lower drywell floor to the wetwell pool through the 30-cm-
diameter downcorner pipe. A flow rate estimate depending on the depth of the accumulated melt

pool on the lower drywell floor is given in [FAI/98-1 IO]. A IO cm-deep melt layer would results in
core melt discharge flow rate of 850 kg/s (corresponding to flow rate 27.9 ms) to the wetwell pool,
and 20 cm deep bed would yield a flow rate of 2400 kg/s. It seems reasonable to assume that the

melt would form at least a 10-cm deep pool in the lower drywell. The lower drywell-wetwell
downcomer pipe would produce a flow limitation only with pressure difference of 31 bar or more
between RPV and the containment.

By replacing the bounding estimates 87-27.9 kg/s of UD to eq. A-3 1, we get for energy transfer rate
to the lower drywell 406.85 - 1322.8 MJ/s. The net steam generation rate according to eq. A-32 is
thus I - 585 kg/s.

QD
ohs= 5 A-32hg

where hf, is the heat of vaporization = 2.26. 106 J kg at I bar
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The wetwell pressure for the quasi-steady state can be obtained from te formula A-33:

Pweiwell - OD _ RTg A-33

77 -A, hf9 MH20'

where

RI = isothermal critical pressure ratio = 061

A wetwell vent/instrument tunnel are (m2)

Tg wetwell gas temperature at discharge = 330 - 400 K

R 8314 Rkmol K 4

MH20 =molecular weigh tof water = 8 kg/kmol

By substituting the values to eq. A-33 one gets for pressure increase in wetwell during melt
discharge and fragmentation

Table 4 Pressure increaseduring melt discharge calculated y the reviewers

Energy Wetwell gas Vent area from Net steam pressure in Pressure rise
transf er rate, temperature wetwell to generation rte wetwell rate; no
eq. A31 drywell outflow from

T9 ohs WW
Ac

QD

406.85 MJ/s 330 K I m 2 180 kg/s 1. 15 bar 0.092 bar/s

406.85 MJ/s 330 K 0.0707 m 2 180 kg/s 16.3 bar 0.092 bar/s

2406.85 MJ/s 400 K 0.0707 M 180 kg/s 17.9 bar 0 II bar/s

1939.65 MJ/s 330 K I M2 585 kg/s 3.7 bar 0. 30 bar/s

1939.65 MJ/s 400 K I M2 585 kg/s 4.1 bar 0.36 bar/s

1939.65 MJ/s 330 K 0.0707 m 2 585 kg/s 53 bar 0.30 bar/s

1939.65 MJ/s 400 K 0.0707 m 2 585 kg/s 58 bar 0.36 bar/s

In the report [OKG 99-04056E], the pressure spike in the wetwell following immediately after the
RPV failure was visually estimated from the figures of the report and are gathered to Table 35-2.
The pressure spike is almost instantaneous and levels off rapidly.

Table 5. Rapidpressure rise in the ivetivellfollowing the RPVfizilure according to AAP4

calculations.
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Scenario Pressure increase Wetwell gas temperature
in wetwell at RPV at the time of R.PV
failure wetwell failure

HSI-F 3 bar 415 K

HS2-L 2.4 bar 340 K

HS2E-OES 0. 5 bar 320 K

HS21-01-1 10 bar 330 K

HS2L-FS 1.5 bar 330 K

HS2L-0 I bar 320 K

HS2E-OE 0.2 bar 300 K

HS2-OA 0.4 bar 320 K

HS3-OS -0 N/A

HS3L-F 0.8 bar 380 K

HS31-SAM N/A N/A

OT2-L 0.5 bar 320 K

OT21-F 1.4 bar 360 K

Comment: The pressure spikes are much lower according to NAAP4 analyses than calculated with
the formulas presented in the separate steam explosion report [OKG 99-04056E]. The pressure
spikes in the Table 35-1 would be lower if the drywell and wetwell atmospheres were connected
with a very large flow area. It is recommended to perform sensitivity analyses taking into account
the excessive hydrogen generation in the wetwell pool and investigating also the effect of wetwell-
drywell flow area being limited (downcomer 030 cm flow area plus possible small leak area
between wetwell and drywell).

3.5 RECRITICALITY

The report on recriticality issue covers sufficiently the phenomena and theory related to recriticality.
However, no proper plant specific assessments are given in the report.

In all sequences evaluated in the main report the probability of the coolability of a partly-damaged
core is assumed to be either zero or scenarios with recovery of core cooling systems 327 or 323
(HS2 scenarios) are missing from the contairiment events trees.

However, a special report has been prepared on recriticality issues. The report discusses the general
phenomena affecting criticality of fuel and evaluates the likely core configuration during reflooding
of a partly unrodded core. Some hand calculations are performed to assess the effective growth
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factors during reflooding conditions. Possibility of recriticality is also assessed in containment
water covered debris pool and particle bed. It was concluded that ex-vessel recriticality would be
prevented by excessive neutron leakage in the possible configurations of containment debris beds.
However, it is also concluded that a time window exists, where recriticality is possible in the core
region. Operation of system 327 only, would not results in pwer elevation higher than 7 of full
power. Further on, it is concluded that operation of system 323 could result in higher power levels
than system 327 injection. However, no estimate is given as to how large a power increase this
would give.

In a recriticality study performed for Olkiluoto and 03 reactors [Frid et al, 1999], it was concluded
that reactor power can rise up to levels above of full power. The containment response
assessments for Olkiluoto reactor suggest that elevation power to the level of full power would
increase the suppression pool temperature and eventually drywell pressure to filtered venting
setpoint in 3 h.

3.6 DIRECT CONTAINMENT UEATING

The assessment of possibility and consequences of direct containment heating (DCH) are evaluated
separately from MAAP4 analyses in OKG report 98-12721E. The phenomenon is first discussed in
light of experiments performed for typical PvR geometry ith Zion type of sloping, large flow
path from pedestal to containment lower compartment. The eometry of the cavity is different in
BWRs, which most likely affects the dispersion of corium.

The assessment employs a set of time constants: time for debris discharge D, time for pressure rise
in the drywell R, time for pressure transmission from RPV failure location to wetwell pool surface
in the 316 downcomer pipes TP, and time for 316 vents to clear from water due to pressure wave Tv.
The time constants are defined either by hand calculations or taken as rough estimates from the
experiments (TR). The containment pressures used in the calculation Of 'rD do not account for any
hydrogen release from the pressure vessel.

Furthermore, the time constant for pressure rise in the contaim-nent TR i taken from the IET
experiments performed in different type of cavity geometry cmpared to Oskarshan 2 According
to HPNIE calculations with CONTAIN code for Olkiluoto plant [Silde & Lindholm, 1997], the
pressure increase in the drywell lasted about 20 s with debris -having high zirconium metal content.
This was caused by oxidation of metallic Zr in the atmosphere. The oxygen is provided by the
steam discharged from the pressure vessel. The containment tmperature remained above 800 K for
at least I minute, with the peak temperature being 1800 K in the lower drywell.

Comment: Effects of oxidation of melt during high pressure core melt dispersal into atmosphere
should be assessed.

The dispersal of core debris and eventual deposition of fragments spreads the corium to a larger
floor area in the containment. Particularly on the floors at the elevation of 106 in, and 98.5 in. This
may further foster elevated gas temperatures in the containment. These temperatures may prevail
long nough to challenge penetration seals.

Comment: Sensitivity studies accounting for oxidation beat releases and deposited debris radiation
heat losses should be perfonned.
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3.7 VESSEL FAE1_URE

The vessel failure is a phenomenon that is included in the 02 PSA level 2 phenomena list. This
issue has been addressed both in sequence analyses performed with MAAP4 code and in a separate
phenomenological report [OKG-99-01102E]. The separate phenomenon report includes also 02
plant specific assessment, but it is not clear, how this report has been used in the 02 PSA 2 In fact,
some of the results obtained in the report [OKG-99-01102E] are in contradiction with the MAAP4
analysis report [OKG-99-08185] in the 02 PSA level 2 documentation.

The evaluated RPV failure modes include

- penetration tube heatup and failure

- penetration tube ejection and rupture

- lower head creep rupture

- jet impingement

Based on literature survey to U.S. reactor lower head penetrations it is concluded that the
instrument tube penetrations inside the vessel will melt. It is concluded that this result also applies
to Oskarshamn 2.

The second task concerning penetrations is the estimation if the melt refreezes inside the long
instrument tube. Two models, Ostensen Jackson model and Epstein model are reviewed. The
Ostensen Jackson model determines the melt flow distance assuming only turbulent heat transfer
on the tube inner surface. No crust is assumed to form inside the tube. The Epstein model start with
the assumption that a crust forms inside the tube and heat is transferred from the melt via
conduction through the solid crust layer. Epstein model generally results in longer corium
penetration distances. The Epstein model predicts that core melt travels a distance of 375 in down
the instrument tube before solidifying. The total length of the tube is 56 in and thus debris does not
flow out directly.

The third task concerning penetration failure is the evaluation of heat deposit from the solidified
melt in the tubes outside the vessel. The calculation suggests that the heat deposited by the refrozen
melt on the tube is roughly equal to the energy needed to fail the tube. However, it is concluded
based on applied conservatism in the calculations, that instrument penetrations are not considered a
possible path for molten debris to be discharged out of the vessel. The possibility of ejection of a
failed and blocked instrument tube in high pressure scenario is further evaluated by comparing the
pressure difference acting on the tube to the yield stress of the weld at the temperature of 1300 K.
Based on the results it is concluded that even in high-pressure case there is a margin to failure of the
tube weldings and the ejection of penetration tube is not a dominant failure mechanism.

Comment: The used failure stress is given at the temperature of 1300 K, which may apply U.S.
reactors with supporting penetration weld connected to the RPV wall. In Oskarshamn 2 the
supporting penetration welds is located at higher elevation, on top of a separate guide tube. Thermal
analyses performed with the PASULA code [konen, 1995] for similar penetrations in Olkiluoto
plant suggest that the weld is exposed to much higher temperature load due to lack of heat sink
provided by the RPV wall. Inn these analyses the instrument tube will lose all support in a few tens
of seconds after contact with the melt. The whole instrument tube is likely to fall down even under
modest pressure difference between RPV and the pedestal.

The possibility for lower head creep rupture in Oskarshamn 2 is evaluated using the Larson-Miller
type of approach. Creep is sensitive to local wall temperatures and thus a local creep rupture is
considered to be more likely than a global rupture. Furthermore it is stated that strain in the vessel
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wall, caused by creeping, may result in tearing of the penetration welds if located near the vessel
wall A strain limit of IO is applied in the MAAP 4 for creep failure of penetration welds.

The jet impingement and vessel wall ablation is not considered a likely failure mechanism of
Oskarshanin 2 lower head, due to the fact the melt jet dispersal diameter is limited to max. 15 cm.
This is not large enough space for causing an ablation failure of the lower head. Some local jet
impingement may occur, but it alone cannot challenge the lower head integrity.

In the report [OKG report 99-01102E] it is concluded that the most likely failure mechanism of
Oskarshamn 2 lower head is a local creep rupture near the debris pool surface. The chances of RPV
failure due to penetration failure are minimal.

Comment: The conclusion is in contradiction to the NAAP4 analysis of HS2 Transient cases
reported in [OKG report 99-08185], where the lower head failure is stated to occur via penetration
tube ejection. If penetration tube ejection is the valid failure ode, what is the basis for over-riding
the result given in the separate analysis report 

Furthermore, Table 6 gathers the reported RV failure modes from the report [OKG report 99-
08185]. The column "RPV failure mode in NLA�AN calculation" is the failure mode taken from the
MAAP4 key event summary description from the appendix I of the OKG report 99-08185. The
column "failure mode according to text" is the failure mode taken from the text of report [OKG
report 99-08185].

Comment The RPV failure modes given in two places of the same report seem to be inconsistent.
What is the explanation to this and what is the actual RPV failure mode 

Table 6 Consistency check on reported pressure vessel failure modes in references [OKG
report 99-08185] and [OKG report 99-01102E].

Sequence RPV failure mode RPV corlum residence failure mode according to text
ID (according to MAAP4 failure time in he lower

output) pressure: head prior to RPV
highAow failure

HSI-F instrument tube ejection high 30 min creep rupture

HS2-L instrument tube ejection high I h 8 min creep rupture

HS2E-OES instrument tube ejection low 2 h 48 mi inconsistency :according to
text 3 h 40 min, failure mode
not stated

HS21-01-1 instrument tube ejection high I h 28 mill failure due to high wall
temperature

HS2L-FS instrument tube ejection low I h 20min failure mode not stated

HS2L-0 instrument tube ejection low I h 10 min creep rupture

HS2E-OE instrument tube ejection low 3 h 13 min failure mode not stated

HS2-OA instrument tube ejection low I h high wall temperature, but
failure mode not stated

HS3-0S instrument tube ejection low 2 h 14 min failure mode not stated

HS3L-F instrument tube ejection low I h 30 min failure mode not stated
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HS31-SAM instrument tube ejection N/A N/A N/A

OT2-L instrument tube ejection low I h 29 min creep rupture

OT21-F instrument tube ejection low 2 h 5 min failure mode not stated

Y-B instrument tube ejection low I h 10 min creep rupture of instrument
tube penetrations

According to the analyses perforined for Olkiluoto lower head penetrations, the inner instrument
tube will melt and the weld connecting the instrument tube and the guide tube will loose its strength
in less than I minute after contact with unquenched melt konen ] and in about I h if the core melt
is fragmented and quenched in the lower head during pour from the core support plate to the lower
head water pool [Lindholm et al, 19971.

4 SOURCE TERM ANALYSES

4.1 SELECTION OF TBE CALCULATION CASES

The event trees, the bin frequencies and the derived end state probabilities have been used to
produce a quantified frequency table (Table 79, OKG report 2001-06555, Table 72,
huvudrapport). To get a complete view of the source term, an estimate of the fission products
release must be given for all table cells having a non-zero frequency. 49 such cells exist.

Source terms are determined with MAAP4 code. The code has not been used to derive source terms
for all event tree/end state cells. Instead, 14 representative calculations have been performed. The
selected cases are shown in the following table, the cases from which a NIAAP4 source term
analysis is given are marked using bold characters.

Table 7 Oskarshamn PSA Level 2 quantification. Casesfor which a M4AP4 source term

calculation has been performed are marked bold

End state

Event tree frequency I fs Os 0 oh oa f oe oes b sam

HS1 3.08E-08 3.39E-10 3.05E-08

HS2 5.86E-06 5.86E-06 3.98E-09 2.42E-13 3.36E-13 1.90E-1 2 3.38E-10 2.39E-1 1

HS2E 3.7E-07 2.63E-10 3.7E-07

HS21 2.34E-07 1.99E-07 1.24EA6 8.21E-15 3.61 E08 7.60E-14 1.15E-1 1 8.12E-13

HS2L 4.80E-06 4.80E-06 2.98E-09 1.98E-13 1.83E-12 2.77E-10 1.96E-1 1

HS3 2.64E-05 2.49E-07 1.71 E09 3.66E-07 2.58E-05

HS3L 7.35E-08 2.04E-lb 1.22E-10 5.30E-08 2.02E-081

HS31 2.92E-07 2.76E-09 1.55E-1 1 5.87E-09 2.84E-07

OT2 8. OE-06 8.09E-06 5.04E-09 3.34E-13 3.1E-12 4.67E-10 3.31 E-1 1

OT21 2.30E-07 2.30E-07 1.43E-10 9.49E-15 8.79E-14 1.33E-1 1 9.39E-1 3

y 2.79E-08 2.79E-08

TOTAL 4.64E-05 1.92E-05 1.23E-081 2.52E-07 2.19E-09 3.51E-081 1.98E-121 4.56E-07 2.53E-101 3.70E-07 2.79E-08 2.61 E05
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The highest end state frequencies for every bin were first slected for MAAP4 calculations. The
calculation matrix was then supplemented to get at least one calculation for each end state. The
dominant initiator for a bin was chosen as the initiating event representing the entire bin in the
MAAP4 analyses.

The calculation matrix is sparse but covers all of the frequency table rows and columns. Additional
calculations for potential early release sequences could have produced additional information An
example is the end state HSI o, (Loss of reactivity control, contairunent overpressure failure) in
which the containment is expected to fail early compared to other -o sequences. The source term
used later in the study for HSI-o is now derived from the -o sequences with much longer settling
times for fission products in aerosol form.

More than half of the events leading to core damage result in the -sam" end state. sarn is a
collection that contains very different plant states. In some sam cases, the core is calculated to
remain intact well over 24 hours, in some other sam cases the plant status at the end of the
calculation timeframe is that core has relocated to the suppression pool, the pool temperature and
containment pressure are high, but containment has not failed. The sam end states are represented in
the source term analysis matrix by one calculation only, HS31-sam. H131-sam sequence is a very
long one in which the 327 system is able to pump water into the vessel and cool the core for more
than 24 hours. Because the core is intact at the end of time considered, there is no source term. An
additional calculation with internal injection 323) more vulnerable to pool conditions would have
produced more information concerning the source term.

As mentioned in section 23 the report argues that in T2 sequences the hydrogen production is so
small that a hydrogen bum can not challenge the containment. Therefore there is no need to
consider the T21-oh end state. The analysis for the hydrogen mass is not given, however. It should
be pointed out that the high pressure sequence HS21-oh (no AIDS) produced 400 kg of hydrogen.

Comment. Additional MAAP source term calculations should have been performed for cases in
which early release could be expected (HSI, the demierted I bins) and for ambiguous end states
(sam I sequences without ADS).

4.2 MAAP ASSUMPTIONS AND ANALYSES

Source terms of the accident scenarios are determined with MAAP4 code. In general, MAAP code
is well suitable for predicting fission product releases for PSA level 2 studies. The presented
MAAP4 calculations show that all iodine is assumed to form CsI aerosols. There is an uncertainty,
concerning the amount of gaseous iodine that is formed. Most of the iodine is recognised to form a
compound with caesiurn (Csl), but according to large scale tsts 0-10 % of iodine formed organic
compounds, in cases where organic radicals were available [Fluke et al., 1997]. Also, TN11-2
measurements in the reactor building about I month after te accident revealed that 30-90 of
atmospheric iodine was in organic form [Fluke et al., 1997]. Even if organic radicals were not
available, some amount of iodine would be in elemental form 12. This would be important to
scenarios, where containment integrity is lost with bypass of systern 362.

Comment: Source term sensitivity studies of all cases leading to fission product release from the
containment should be performed assuming part of the iodine ( IO %) to be in gaseous form.

According to the report [OKG report 99-08185] only a small release of CsI was obtained in
sequences HS2L-FS, T2-L and T21-F.

In scenario HS2L-FS the release fraction of CsI was LE-7, ue to effective scrubbing of the 362
filter water pool. The MAAP result of wetwell pool temperature in HS2L-FS sequence shows
temperature only to the time point of about 33 h, at which tin-le the pool temperature is 350 K and
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still under saturation. The release fraction of CsI is depicted on the same page up to time of about
47 h during which time the release fraction of CsI seems to be constant due to selection of y-axis
scale. However, the extrapolation of pool temperature curve beyond 33 h suggests that the
saturation temperature would be reached at about 47 h into the accident, after which the pool will
start to boil. The wetwell pool is likely to have retained a significant amount of CsI during steam
dump through 314 system. The effects of wetwell pool boiling to CsI release are not clear from the
performed analysis.

Comment: The recommendation is that the accident scenario should be calculated for a time well
beyond the wetwell pool boiling even if the accident time of 24 h is exceeded.

OT2-L scenario results in small leakage of fission products (CsI release fraction is LE-4). The
pressures and temperatures in the containment have stabilised or are decreasing at the end of
calculation. The release of fission products has also stabilised at the end of calculation. The MAAP
calculation of case T2-L has been continued long enough time for reaching stabilised contaim-nent
conditions.

OT21-L scenario is a high pressure case with air-filled containment. The filtered venting system is
in operation and the release of fission products remains low, for CsI the release fraction is TE-4.
The calculation was extended to about 44 h. However, the pressures in the containment start to
increase after the pressure vessel failure and continue to do so till the end of calculation, being
around 3 bar at the termination of simulation. The wetwell pool is boiling and water inventory in
suppression pool is decreasing. The flow capacity of system 362 is not sufficient to relief all the
generated steam. Some increase in CsI release can been seen to occur during boiling of the wetwell.
Also the gas temperatures in the contaim-nent are slowly increasing.

Comment: It is recommended that the AAP analyses be extended for a longer time for case T21-
L, till the containment pressures and temperatures have fully stabilised.

In HS3L-F scenario the pressures in the containment seem to stabilise by the end of simulation
time. The CsI release to the environment is reported to be 004 %, which is the calculated value at
the end of the simulation. However, the NLkAP result curve for CsI release is still increasing at the
end of the calculation, and thus the release has not reached yet a stabilised value. It is recommended
to continue the calculation, till the FP release has stabilised.

In the HS31-SAM scenario the core support structure or pressure vessel does not fail during the
simulation time. The fuel has begun to heat-up by the end of the calculation 48 h), and the
maximum fuel temperature is at the melting point Of U02. The containment failure pressure has
been reached at about 42 h. The fission product release to environment begins soon after
containment failure, when fuel temperature has reached cladding failure temperature. The CsI
release fraction is rapidly increasing at the end of calculation, but only after 40 h. The NIAAP
results of the report [OKG report 99-08185] show, that fuel is highly overheated in the core region,
and it is likely that core melt relocation to core support plate followed by relocation to the lower
plenum would occur. The plant is not in stabilised state at the end of calculation.

4.3 SOURCE TERM ESTMATES

Results of the MAAP4 source term estimates are reported in Table 62 of the main report. The
results have been utilised to generate common characteristic source terms for all end states, shown
as table 63 of the main report. The end state characteristic source terms are fally combined with
the event tree frequency table to give a comprehensive risk index table, table 8.1 of the main report.

Table 8.1 is a central outcome of the PSA Level 2 study, because it combines the event tree
frequency, the end state frequency and the corresponding source term. The N1AAP4 code has been
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used for limited number of table cells, hence the role of characteristic end state source tenTis (table
6.3) is important in final conclusions of the Level 2 PSA.

Comments concerning the characteristic source terms are

- there is no release at all, not even for noble gases, associated with the end state -sam. This may
be logical for those sam states, in which there is no core, damage. The sarn category includes
also sequences, however, in which the core is in the motten state in the suppression pool. For
these at least nominal leakage should be considered.

- release of volatile species is assumed less than I for the -o states (containment failure due to
overpressure). For early containment failure, like HSI-o, the release might be higher.

- large releases of volatile species occur in bypass (-b), hydrogen (-oh) and early release (-oe) end
states. Sensitivity analyses could have been perforined to determine effect of the MAAP4
assumptions (amount of hydrogen generated in all deineterted events for example)

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A review of the Oskarsharnn 2 Level 2 PSA has been conducted by VTT Processes. One objective
of the review was validation and development of Tillsynshandbok PSA applying it to Oskarsharrm 2
PSA Level 2 study.

The review was based on the Level 2 documentation: the ain report, the supporting reports on
containment success criteria and release calculations with the NtAAP4 code, and five
phenomenological reports for selected specific questions. Supporting material was also used. Level
I PSA was not reviewed.

The Oskarshamn 2 PSA level 2 was conducted in separate parts: phenomenological studies,
accident analyses and probability estimates. The main result of the phenomenological analyses is
that one of the phenomena considered contributes to the conditional failure probability of the
Oskarshamn 2 containment in severe accidents, except for a small contribution from hydrogen
bums in cases with air filled containment. The accident analvses have been done in two steps: the
first part investigated the containment response in various types of accidents and assumptions
concerning availability of mitigating systems, the second part estimated the source term associated
with containment failure modes. The probability estimates finally combine probabilities of the plant
damage states, conditional probabilities of containment end states and release estimates for different
containment end states to get a comprehensive picture of the plant risk profile. The last part of the
work has been done as a manual spreadsheet calculation utilising information from the preceding
studies.

The project was conducted as a set of separate studies qualit, assurance has also focused on one
part at the time. As such, the quality assurance is adequate. A high level QA ensuring that all
separate studies and analysis steps use same assumptions seems to be missing. Results from the
phenomenology reports are not always transferred to accident analyses and vice versa.

There is no specific discussion of uncertainty or sensitivity analyses. In general, the number of
sensitivity analyses could be larger. Such should have been povided for sequences or phenomena
that could result in early or unmitigated release. Examples are pressure vessel failure at high
pressure, the effect of larger hydrogen production, and the key assumptions used for steam
explosion and direct containment heating. Suggestions for additional sensisivity studies have been
given in discussion of phenomenological reports.
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The project documentation is generally good. Missing information is usually associated with
transfer of results from one study to another. It can be assumed that the information exists also in
this cases but has not been documented in the reports above. Documentation of the containment
event trees and the assumptions used for them could be more detailed, maybe similar to the
approach used in the Appendix of this report. More effort should have been taken to harmonise the
formalism which is different in case of the HS3 event trees.

There is very little discussion on utilisation of the results. Half of the core damage frequency results
in the containment end state SAM, which is not very well defmed. SAM states in which the core is
not damaged should have been separated from the SAM states in which the core damage occurs but
containment is calculated to remain intact. In some -sam. sequences, HS2-sarn for example, the
containment is still intact after 24 hours, but the plant is not in a safe state. Core debris is located in
the suppression pool, pool temperature is increasing and containment pressure is high. Procedures
require termination of 3221 > 5.5 bar, therefore restoration of safe state would require operation of
322. Utilisation of the PSA results should include consideration of measures to restore a stable state
from -sam conditions.

The SKI handbook for PSA studies was used as a guide for conducting the review. The guide was
generally found good. Quality control, documentation of central assumptions and the goal for
comprehensive assessment is emphasised. Tables showing the most important aspects of the a PSA
review is useful. To reflect the usual way of conducting a Level 2 PSA, the Guide should even more
emphasise the need for consistency between the specific phenomenological studies and with the
source term estimates.

The SKI guide points out that a result from a PSA does not only mean the quantitative results but
also the background information, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis and description of models and
data. Availability of this material was found central also when conducting the review.
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APPENDIX 1 A REVIEW OF THE CONTAINMENT EVENT TREES AND PLANT STATES

HS1 SEQUENCES, FAILURE TO SCRAM

Branches Containi-nent events Contributing Release plant state MAAP
systems through category analysis

feedwater operates until condenser depleted 312,314
energy is release to condensation pool.
insufficient pool cooling due to high power

HS I f, pool saturates, filtered vent by disc rupture 312,314, 362 f yes
W5R success 362
HS] -o, pool saturates, containment overpressure 312,314 failed 0
W5R fails containment

HSI-f

Control rod and boron injection fail. Feedwater operates until the condenser is depleted. High reactor power leads to fast core and condensation pool heatup. Vessel
failure after -1 h.. Pool saturates, containment pressure rises to te 362 rupture disc setpoint. Successful opening by the disc, release is through the filtered vent.

fHS1-f fHS1 PHS1 (I PW5R) 305 I 8

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: Initiating event is a turbine trip, recirculation purnps 313) tripped immediately, feedwater pump 312 trips at 638 s. Core
uncovered at 1014 s, vessel failure at 3383 s. Drywell pressure exceeds the 362 rupture disc setpoint at RPV failure, thereafter filtered vent.

HSI-o

Control rod and boron injection fail. Feedwater operates until the condenser is depleted. High reactor power leads to fast core and condensation pool heatup. . Vessel
failure after -1 h.. Pool saturates, contaim-nent pressure rises to the 362 rupture disc setpoint. Filtered vent fails, containment pressure increases until failure. Release
is trough the failed containment.



fHsj.. = fjj- 10q Plis, Pw5 = 3.39. 1 0-

This sequence leads to early containmentfailure (-I hour). In source term table (Main report 72) i has been grouped with other o" sequences characterised by
much longer delays ad /oil, < I o) release volaide species. De to the early confainmentfailure, the HSI-o sequence release characteristics mav resemble more
the " " or oe " categories (I 00 noble gases, 50 volatile, 0 I - I % /oil, volatile species). A n additional MAAP analysis oIhe sequence 
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HS2 SEQUENCES. NO INJECTION

Branches Containment events Contributing systems Release through plant state MAAP
category analysis

All injection is lost, core melts, vessel fails, debris falls 314
eventually to condensation pool

HS2-1. debris within the pool can be cooled by 322 314*,322 - yes
W I success
HS2-fs. WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 314*, 3221. 362 362 fs
WI fails & increases and filtered vent setpoint is reached after I I h.
W4 success & Manual opening of 362
W5 success
HS2-sam. WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 314*,3221 sain
WI fails & increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success & after 18 h. Vent failure. Sprays turned off by high pressure
W5 fails &
W4M success
HS2-os WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 314*,3221 failed containment Os
W I fails & increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached

4 success & after h. Vent failure leads to containment failure
5 fails &

W4M fails
HS2-f 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Filtered vent by anual 314*, 362 362 f
W I fails & opening of 362 or rupture disc
W4 fails &
W5 success
HS2-o 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Vent failure leads to 314*, containment 0
W I fails & containment failure, ADS has been successfully overpressure failure
W4 fails & performed
W5 fails &
X success
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HS2-oa 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Vent failure leads to 314 containment oa yes
WI fails & containment failure. No ADS overpressure failure
W4 fails &
W5 fails 
X fails

HS2-1

HS2-fs

wi
W5 HS2-sam

W4M

W4 HS2-os

HS2-f

W5
HS2-o

x ?

HS2-oa

Containment event tree HS2, Loss of all injection
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operation of ADS has not been specifically considered in HS2 sequences with the exception of HS2-oa IHS2-o, i.e. the accident is assumed to progress in a similar
way with or without operation ofADS has been performed

Case HS2-1

All injection is lost, core melts and fails the vessel at 4 hours. With ADS drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars, without ADS -5 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris
relocates to the suppression pool. System 322 is operable and able to remove decay heat from the pool and condense steam. No release in excess of the nominal leak.
Without ADS the operator is required to openfiltered vent due to high pressure 

fHS2-1 fHS2 PWI 586 10-'

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: the initiating event is a loss of external grid. Injection to the vessel and ADS is assumed lost, but pool heat removal 322 is
available. Core uncovers at 2118 s, vessel failure at 14230 s. Drywell pressure peaks at failure to 47 bars and stabilises after that to 2 bar (Is there a difference

between this and OKG report 2001-06555 Fig. 33 (availability of 322 in case of Fig 33 ?) 322 can keep the pool temperature below 70 C. Fission product
release to environment is very low.

Case HS2-fs

All injection is lost, core melts and fails the vessel at 4 hours. With ADS drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars, without ADS -5 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris
relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam.
At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. After II hours 6555, p12) the containment pressure is 2 bars, requiring manual
opening ofthe filtered vent 362. Manual or ater rupture lisc opening (5.5 bar, reached in 8 hours) succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

fHS2-fi = fHS2 PWI (I Pw4) (I Pw5) = 364 10-9

Case HS2-sarn

All injection is lost, core melts and fails the vessel at 4 hours. With ADS drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars, without ADS -5 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris

relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam.

At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. Opening of filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operatorto

terminate 3221 (approximately 18 hours). This is successfully performed. As result, pool cooling is lost and temperature starts to increase. After 24 hours the

containment may still be intact but the plant is in unstable state: pool temperature is increasing and containment pressure is high.

fHS2-�. = fHS - PW I I PW4) PW5 (I Pw,,, = 23 9 I "
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Case HS2-os

All injection is lost, core melts and fails te vessel at 4 hours. With ADS dywell pressure at failure is 2 bars, without ADS -5 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris
relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam.
At the same time they reduce te containment gas space and pressure increases, Opening of filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operatorto
terminate 3221 (approximately 18 hours). Termination of 3221 fails, the containment pressure continues to increase until containment failure. Release is throughthe
failed containment.

fHS2-.s = fHS2 PWI - 0 -PW4) - PW5 PW4M = 242 1 0�13

Case HS2-f

All injection is lost, core melts and fails the vessel at 4 hours. With ADS drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars, without ADS -5 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris
relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment
pressure increases. The ftered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached after 14 (ADS fails) - - 9 hours (ADS success). Opening succeeds, release is through
the filtered vent.

fHS2-f fliS2 PWI PW4 - PW5 = 33 I 0

Case HS2-oa

All injection is lost, core melts and fails the vessel at 4 hours. ADS succeeds, hence drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the
suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment pressure
increases. The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached after 19 hours. Opening of 362 fails, release is through the failed containment. Figure 74
indicates ht case oa resultsfrom a branch withfailed A.DS the Table on page 51 that it designs the case with ADSAnction.

fliS2-. = fHS2 PWI PW4 PW5 0 -PX) = 90 10-12 

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: the initiating event is a loss of external grid. Injection to the vessel and pool heat removal are assumed lost, but ADS is available.
Core uncovers at 2112 s, vessel failure at 12340 s (In similar case HS2-1, but without ADS these numbers are 2118 s and 14230 s). Drywell pressure at failure is 2
bars and starts to rise due to unavailability pool heat removal. Break disc opening pressure is reached at -70000s and the containment failure pressure 9 bars) at
91275 s C.

'Calculated with ADS success probability
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Case HS2-o

All injection is lost, core melts and fails te vessel at 4 hours. ADS fails, hence drywell pressure at failure is -5 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the
suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment pressure
increases. The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached after 14 hours. Opening of 362 fails, elease is through the failed containment. Figure 74
indicates that case o resultsfron a branch with successful _ADS the Table on page 51 that it designs he ca3e withou A DSfunction.

fliS2-o � fHS2 PWI PW4.PW5 Px = 336 IO
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HS2E SEQUENCE. NO INJECTION, SUPPRESSION POOL BYPASS

Branches Containment events Contributing systems Release trough plant state MAAP
category analysis

A loss of coolant in wich all injection is lost ' Pool 312, 362
bypass occurs ad pressure i the drywell increases
rapidly. Opening of 362 does not reduce pressure. Early
(within minutes) containment failure. Core melt after
some hours. Vessel failure after I ours

HS2E-oes. 322 drywell sprays can scrub fission products from gas 312,362,314,322 362, oes yes
WI spray success space failed containment

HS2E-oe. 312,362,314 362, oe yes
WI spray fails failed containment

MAAP4 analysis of the HS2E-oes sequence: accident is initiated by a 016 n 2break LOCA A suppression pool bypass together with unavailability of containment
pressure control system 361 are assumed. Containment pressure rises rapidly and 362 rupture disc opens at 27 s and containment fails at 87 s. Feedwaterpump 32
trips at 2870 s. Core uncovers at 10289 s and RPV fails at 31 813 s. Drywell sprays 322) scrubs fission products, hence release of aerosols to environment is
relatively small.

MAAP4 analysis of the HS2E-oe sequence: accident is initiated by a 016 in 2 break LOCA A suppression pool bypass together with unavailability of containment
pressure control system 361 are assumed. 322 is not available. Containment pressure rises rapidly and 362 rupture disc opens at 21 s and containment fails at 58 s.
Feedwater pump 312 trips at 3305 s. Core uncovers at 0535 s and RPV fails at 32573 s. Fission product release to environment is large, 28 of CsI 01 of low
volatile species.
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HS21 SEQUENCES. NO INJECTION, DE-INERTED CONTAINMENT

Branches Containment events Contributing systerns Release plant state MAAP
through category analysis

All injection is lost, core melts, vessel fails, debris falls eventually to 314
condensation pool

HS21-1 ADS success, debris relocated to the condensation pool. Pool can be 314*,322 - I
X success cooled by 322
W I success
HS21-fs WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure increases and 314*, 3221. 362 362 fs
X success filtered vent setpoint is reached. Successful opening of 362
WI fails 
W4 success 
W5 success
HS21-sam WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure increases and 314*, 3221 on &off Sam
X success filtered vent setpoint is reached. Filtered venting fails, operators stop
WI fails 3221 due to high containment pressure
W4 success &
W5 fails 
w4M success

21-os WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure increases and 314*, 3221 failed Os
X Sccess & filtered vent setpoint is reached. Filtered venting fails, operators can containment e
WI fails & not stop 3221. Containment overpressure failure
W4 success &
W5 fails &
W4M fails
HS21-f WI and W4 fail. pool heats up and pressure increases. Filtered vent 314*, 362 362 f
X success & setpoint is reached and successfully opened.
WI fails 
W4 fails 
W5 success
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HS21-oa WI and W4 fail. pool heats up and pressure increases. Filtered vent 314* failed oa
X success setpoint is reached. Venting fails, containment overpressure failure containment
WI ails&
W4 fails
W is
HS21-oh ADS fails, containment failure due to hydrogen bum 314 failed oh yes
X fails containment

HS21-1

HS21-fs

wi W5 HS21-sam

W4M

W4 HS21-os

x HS21-f

W5

HS2-oa

HS21-oh

Containment event tree HS21. Loss of all injection, de-inerted containment. The logic differsftom the tree HS2. RUI has success of the ADS as the

first node, in HS2 his is considered in one branch only.
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Case S21-1

All injection is lost whcn the containment is de-inetetted. ADS functions, the estimated hydrogen production is small. Core rnelts and fails the vessel at-4
hours. The drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the suppression pool. System 322 is operable and able to remove decay heat
from the pool and condense steam. No release in excess of the nominal leak.

flIS2I- = fHS2 - (I Px) (I PW0 = I I 1

Case HS21-fs

All injection is lost when the containment is de-ineterted ADS functions, the estimated hydrogen production is small. Core elts and fails the vessel at-4
hours. The drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent
sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam. At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. After 1
hours 6555, p12) the containment pressure is 2 bars, requiring manual opening of the filtered vent 362. Manual or later rupture disc opening (5.5 bar, reached in 8
hours) succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

fHS21-f = fHS2 - (I PX - PWI (I PW4) (I -PW5) = 124 - I -10

Case HS21-sarn

All injection is lost when the containment is de-ineterted. ADS functions, the estimated ydrogen production is small. Core melts and fails the vessel at 4
hnm-S Tli.- tirinirall + failure is bars U: 1) )\ r,

F....... 9. ot UL all U k I -)--7 % -e 'e'-Js relocates to ffie suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent
sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam. At the same time they reduce the contaimuent gas space and pressure increases. Opening of
filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221 (approximately 18 hours). This is successfully performed. As result, pool
cooling is lost and temperature starts to increase. After 24 hours the containment may still be intact bt the plant is in nstable state: pool temperature is increasing
and containment pressure is high.

fHS21-.. = ftIS21 (I PX) PWI (-PW4) PW5 (I PW4M = 812 10-"

Case HS21-os

All injection is lost when the containment is de-ineterted. ADS functions, the estimated hydrogen production is small. Core melts and fails the vessel at-4
hours. The drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent
sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam. At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. Opening of
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filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221. This fails, containment pressure increases until failure. Release is through the
failed containment.

fHS21-.� = fIIS21 (I PX) PWI (I PW4) PW5 PW4M = 821 . 1�15

Case HS21-f

All injection is lost when the containment is de-ineterted ADS functions, the estimated hydrogen production is small. Core elts and fails the vessel at-4
hours. The drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent
sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment pressure increases. The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached after -19 hours.
Opening succeeds, release is th-rough the filtered vent.

fHS2J-f=fHS2J (I-PX)' PWJ - PW4 -(I-PWI)= 1.15 0-"

Case HS21-oa

All injection is lost when the containment is de-ineterted ADS functions, the estimated hydrogen production is small. Core melts and fails the vessel at 4
hours. The drywell pressure at failure is 2 bars (Fig. 33). Core debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent
sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment pressure increases. The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached after 19 hours.
Opening of 362 fails, release is through the failed containment.

fHS2]-o = fHS21 (I PX) PWI - PW - Pw = 760 10-14

Case HS21-oh

All injection is lost when the containment is de-ineterted ADS fails, the estimated hydrogen production in core is 400 kg. A hydrogen burn is assumed
to occur 7000 s after vessel failure 6 hours). The bum fails the containment. Release is through the failed containment.

fHS21-.h = fHS21 Px = 351 . 1 4

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: accident is initiated by a turbine trip. The only available systeiris are 314, 361 and 362. Core uncovers at 2139 s andthe vessel
fails at 14866 s A hydrogen burn occurs and fails the containment. Fission product release to environment is large.
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HS2L SEQUENCES. NO INJECTION, INITIATING EVENT LOCA

Branch Containment events Contributing systems Release through plant state MAAP
category analysis

The accident is initiated by loss of coolant. All injection is 314
lost. Core melt, vessel fails at 2 h in case of recirculation
line break, at 4 h in main steam line break. Debris falls
eventually to condensation pool.

HS2L-l debris within the pool can be cooled by 322 3 14, 322 - I
W I success
HS2L-fs WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray. pressure 314, 3221. 362 362 A yes
WI fails increases and filtered vent setpoint is reached after I I h.
W4 success & opening of 362 success
W5 success
HS2L-sam. WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 314 sam
W I fails & increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success & after 18 h. Vent failure. Sprays turned off by high pressure
W5 fails &
W4M success
HS2L-os WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 314, 3221 Os
W I fails & increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success & after 18 h. Vent failure. Sprays stay on which leads to
W5 fails & containment failure
W4M fails
HS2L-f 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Filtered vent by manual 314, 3221 containment failure f
W fails & opening of 362 or rupture disc
W4 fails &
W5 success
HS2L-o 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Vent failure leads to 314 0 yes
W 1 fails & containment failure.
W4 fails &
W5 fails
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HS2L-1

HS2L-fs

W1 W5 HS2L-sam

WM

W4 HS2L-os

HS2L-f

W5

HS2L-o

HS2L Sequences. No injection, LOCA sequences

Case HS2L-l

The accident is initiated by loss of coolant. All injection is lost. Core melts, vessel fails after 2 h in the worst case. Core debris relocates to the suppression pool.
System 322 is operable and able to remove decay heat frorn the pool and condense steam. No release in excess of the nominal leak.
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fHS2L-1 fHS2L Pw = 480 1 0.6

Case HS2L-fs

The accident is initiated by loss of coolant. All injection is lost. Core melts, vessel fails after 2 h in the worst case. Core debris relocates to the suppression pool.
322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam. At the sarne time they reduce the
containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires manual opening of te fltered vent 362 at 2 bars. Manual or later rupture disc opening
(5.5 bar) succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

fHSM-f = fHS2L PWt (I PW4) (I PW5) = 298 09

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: the accident is initiated by a .0 2 n 2 break in steam line. Availability of 314, 362 and 3221 is assumed. -isolation occurs some
seconds after accident initiation and 3221 starts. Core uncovers after 1284 s, relocation of core materials starts at 7139 s and the vessel fails at 12104 s. Drywell
pressure at RPV failure is about 17 bar, it starts to rise because 3221 injection from external source reduces gas volume. Containment pressure reaches the filtered
vent setpoin t 2 bars at 37 000 s. It has been assumed that there is no manual opening, the containment pressure continues to rise until break disc opens at 5.5 bars
after 63578 s. Due to the long delay, release through the filtered vent and continuous spraying of containment atmosphere, the fission product relapse to the
envirom-nent is very small.

Case HS2L-sam

The accident is initiated by loss of coolant. All injection is lost. Core melts, vessel fails after 2 h in the worst case. Core debris relocates to the suppression pool.
322 is lost. The oerator is able to start the independent sprays 3221., which can cofltrol the pool temperature and condense steam. At he same tirnC they -- ,4..-- 4"-

.- f, 1%,UUL,�; LLU

containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires opening of the filtered vent 362. Opening of filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5
bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221. This is successfully performed. As result, pool cooling is lost and temperature starts to increase. After 24 hours the
containment may still be intact hut the plant is in nstable state.- pool temperature is increasing and containment pressure is high.

62L-sam = fiS2L PWI.(I -PW4) PW - (I P1111 = 196 I -

Case HS2L-os

The accident is initiated by loss of coolant. All injection is lost. Core elts, vessel fails after 2 h in the worst case. Core debris relocates to the suppression pool.
322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense steam. At te same time they reduce the
containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires opening of the filtered vent system 362. Opening of filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds
5.5 bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221 approximately 18 hours). Termination of 3221 fails, te containment pressure continues to increase until
containment failure. Release is through the failed contaimnent.
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fi-IS21,-w = fHS2 - PWI -(I PW4) PW5 P1 = 198 0-"

Case HS21--f

The accident is iitiated by loss of coolant. All ijection is lost. Core elts, vessel fails after 2 h in the worst case. Core debris relocates to the sppression pool.
322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment pressure increases. The filtered
vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached within 24 hours. Opening succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

fHS2L-f = 4SM PWI - PW4 -( - Pw5) = 277 I 0

Case HS2L-o

The accident is initiated by loss of coolant. All injection is lost. Core melts, vessel fails after 2 h in the worst case. Core debris relocates to the suppression pool.
322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and containment pressure increases. The filtered
vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached within 24 hours. Opening fails and containment pressure limit is reached. Release is through the failed containment.

fHS2L-. = fHS2 - PWI PW4 PW = 183 10- 12

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: the initiating event is a break in stearn line. The only system assumed available is 314 (no ADS). The core uncovers after 63 s,
relocation to lower head starts at 3922 s and pressure vessel fails at 8139 s. The drywell pressure at RPV failure is about 27 bars. Due to the unavailability on pool
cooling and filtered venting the containment pressure starts to rise and reaches the containment failure pressure at about II 0000 s. Due to the long settling time,
release of aerosol fission products (CsI) is moderate, 036 after 48 hours.
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HS3 SEQUENCES. LOSS OF SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING

Reconstruction of sequences has not been possible

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence HS3-os: the initiating event is a loss of external grid. Availability of 314 including ADS), 3221 and 323 is assumed. The first
depressurisation occurs at 2349 s, after which 323 is able to pump water into the core for limited time and restore water level in the vessel. System pressure eturns to
75 bars and the next depressurisation, 323 operation occurs at about 20000 s. Subsequent depressurisation, 323 operations occur with approximately 2000 s
intervals. At the same time the contaim-nent pressure increases de to spraying from external source. Setpoint for filtered vent opening 2 bars) is reached at 70000 s
and break disc opening at 85000 s. Venting has been assurned to fail. Containment failure occurs at 95000 s. It has been assurned, that piping for injection fails at
containment failure after which pressure vessel water boils dry and core melts down. Due to the very long delay ad filling most of the containment with 3221, te
fission product release is very low. 0.022 CsI inventory after 48 hours).

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence HS3L-f. the initiating even is a large 0.27 M2 ) bottom break LOCA. Availability of 323 and 362 has been assumed. Due to the
large break size the system pressure decreases rapidly and after 25 s 323 is able to start pumping water into the vessel. After 19131 s the pool is saturated and 323
stops. Melt relocation starts at 26764 s, and the vessel fails at 32399 s. Drywell pressure at vessel failure exceeds 2 bars and the filtered venting system is opened.
The cumulated CsI release after 48 hours is 0.04 %. It should be pointed out that the end state is not stable until decay heat removal from the pool has been restored.
At the end of the MAAP calculation te pool water inventory is decreasing, containment pressure is over 3 bars and fission product release though 362 continues.

Note: there is a discrepancy between the MAAP printouts and the corresponding MAAP plots presented in OKG report 99-08185, Bilaga 1, 48-50/70 The
printout says that 323 is stopped at 1913 1, the plots show operation up to 30000 s. The printout gives melt relocation and vessel failure times as 26764
s and 32-1799 s, the pot's give 40 00 s flor elt relocation and 47000 s for vessel failure.

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence HS31-sam: the initiating event is turbine trip when the contaminant has been filled with air. Availability of 327 and 314 has been
assumed. 327 starts to pump water into the vessel 20 s after accident initiation. Core is kept cooled by periodical pumping in coolant by 327 and releasing coolant by
314. Suppression pool temperature and containment pressure continue to rise. At 40 hours 144 000 s) containment pressure is -8.5 bars, and pool temperature
-440 K (I 67 C) but the core remains covered.
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OT2 SEQUENCES. LOSS OF 314 SAFETY VALVE FUNCTION

Branch Containment events Contributing systems Release trough plant state MAAP
category analysis

Vessel pressure increases in some minutes to I 10 bar.
Vessel head starts to leak resulting in a SB LOCA. Vessel
pressure is high, no injection possible. Vessel fails at high
pressure at about 4 hours. Debris relocates to drywell and
eventually t condensation pool

OT2-1 debris within the pool can be cooled by 322 322 - I
WI success
0T2-fs WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 3221. 362 362 fs
WI fails increases and filtered vent setpoint is reached. Success in
W4 success manual or break disc opening of 362
W5 success
OT2-sarn WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 3221 sam
WI fails increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success Vent failure. Sprays turned off by high pressure
W5 fails 
W4M success
OT2-os WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 3221 failed containment Os
WI fails increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success after 18 h. Vent fails and 3221 continues leading to
W5 fails & containment failure
W4M fails
OT2-f 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Filtered vent by 362 362 362 f yes
WI fails 
W4 fails 
W5 success
OT2-o 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Vent failure leads to failed contairti-nent 0
WI fails containment failure
W4 fails 
W5 fails
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OT2-1

OT2-fs

W1 W5 OT2-sam

W4M

W4 OT2-os

OT24

W5

OT2-o

CET OT2.

Case T2-1

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. Systern 322 is operable and able to remove decay heat from the pool and condense steam. No release in excess ofthe
nominal leak..

fOT2-1 fT2 Pwi � 809 06

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: the initiating event is a turbine trip, only 322 is assumed available. System pressure rapidly rises to I IO bar which causes a small
LOCA at 270 s. 322 starts to spray dywell. Core uncovers at 1631 s, and starts to relocate to RV lower head at 7744 s, RPV fails at 13085s A small 4.8 10-6 M)
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leak has been assumed in the containment. Drywell pressure is in the order of 16 bars during most of the calculated 48 hours of the transient. The scale oftheplots
do not enable closer study ofthe containment pressure qfter RPVJailure. Due to te availability of 322 sprays, the calculated fission product release is small.

Case T2-fs

The reactor systern pressure control is lost, vessel pessure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a sall LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense
steam. At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires manual opening of the filtered vent 362 at 2
bars. Manual or later rupture disc opening (5.5 bar) succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

COT2-fs = foT2 PWI - 0 PW4) (I PW5) 504 10-9

Case T2-sam

The reactor systern pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense
steam. At the same time they reduce the contaminant gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires opening of the filtered vent 362. Opening of
filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221. This is successfully perforined. As result, pool cooling is lost and temperature
starts to increase. After 24 hours the containment may still be intact but the plant is in nstable slate: pool temperature is increasing and containmenipressure is
high.

fM-m. =fOT'2 PWI I PW4) PW -0 -PW4M = 331 I 011

Case T2-os

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost, The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense
steam. At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires opening of the filtered vent system 362.
Opening of filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221 (approximately 18 hours). Termination of 3221 fails, the
containment pressure continues to increase until containment failure. Release is through the failed containment.

fM- = OT2 PWI - (I PW4) PW5 PW4M 334 I 3

Case T2-f
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The reactor systern pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core rnelts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and
containment pressure increases. Te filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached within 24 hours. Opening scceeds, release is through the filtered vent.

fOT2-f � fOT2 PWI ' PW4 -(I - Pw5) = 467 I 0

Case OT2-o

The reactor systern pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core tenets and vessel fails at igh pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool Saturates and
containment pressur icreases. The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached within 24 hours. Opening fails and containment pessure iit is reached.
Release is through the failed contairu-nent.

fOl 2-o = T2 PW I PW4 Pw5 = 31 10-12
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OT21 SEQUENCES. LOSS OF 314 SAFETY VALVE FUNCTION. DEINERTED CONTAINMENT. IDENTICAL TO T2

Branch Containment events Contributing systems Release through plant state MAAP
category analysis

Vessel pressure increases in some minutes to I IO bar.
Vessel head starts to leak resulting in a SB LOCA. Vessel
pressure is high, no injection possible. Vessel fails at high
pressure at about 4 hours. Debris relocates to drywell and
eventually to condensation pool

OT21-1 debris within the pool can be cooled by 322 322 - yes
WI success
OT21-fs WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 3221. 362 362 ES
WI fails increases and filtered vent setpoint is reached. Success in
W4 success manual or break disc opening of 362
W5 success
OT21-sarn WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure j 3221 sarn
WI fails increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success Vent failure. Sprays turned off by high pressure
W5 fails 
W4M success
OT21-os WI fails, pool cooling by independent spray, pressure 3221 failed containment Os
WI fails increases and filtered vent rupture disc setpoint is reached
W4 success after 18 h. Vent fails and 3221 continues leading to
W5 fails & containment failure
W4M fails
OT21-f 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Filtered vent by 362 362 362 f
WI fails 
W4 fails 
W5 success
OT21-o 322 and 3221 fail. Pool saturates. Vent failure leads to failed containment 0
WI fails containment failure
W4 fails 
W5 fails
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OT21-1

OT21-fs

wi W5 OT21-sam

"�� WM

W4 . . OT21-os

OT21-fI

I - 5

OT21-o

CET, T2I

Case T21-1
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The reactor systern pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core elts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. System 322 is operable and able to remove decay heat from the pool and condense steam. No release in excess ofthe
nominal leak.

COT214 = fT21 Pw = 230 10-7

Case OT2I-fs

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense
steam. At the same firne they reduce te containment gas space ad pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires manual opening of the filtered vent 362 at 2
bars. Manual or later rupture disc opening (5.5 bar) succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

COT21-i = fT21 PWI (I-PW4) (I-PW5) 143 I 0

Case T21-sam

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense
steam. At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires opening of the filtered vent 362. Opening of
filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operator to terminate 3221. This is successfully perfon-ned. As result, pool cooling is lost and temperature
starts to increase. After 24 hours the containment ma), still be intact bt the plant is in unstable state: pool temperature is increasing and containment pressure is
high.

fOT21-satu = fT21' PWI (I-PW4) PW5 (I-PW4M) = 939 10-13

Case T21-os

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is able to start the independent sprays 3221, which can control the pool temperature and condense
steam. At the same time they reduce the containment gas space and pressure increases. The elevated pressure requires opening of the filtered vent system 362.
Opening of filtered vent fails, pressure exceeds 5.5 bars requiring the operator to tenninate 3221 (approximately 18 hours). Termination of 3221 fails, the
containment pressure continues to increase until containment failure. Release is through the failed containment.

fOT21-os = fT2I PW I.(I PW4) PW5 PW4M = 949 10-15
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Case T21-f

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of ead bolts cause a small LOCA. Core melts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and
containment pressure increases, The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached within 24 hours, Opening succeeds, release is through the filtered vent.

fOT21-f f2( ' PW I - PW4 '(I- PW5) 133 I 011

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: the initiating event is a turbine trip, only 3 12 and 362 are assumed available. 312 trips at 226 s ad systeni pressure rapidly rises
to I 0 bar which causes a small LOCA at 231 s. 362 is manually opened at 321 s when drywell pressure reaches 2 bars. 312 operates sporadically (I s at time ! ad
keeps the core covered until -1 5000 s. Melt starts to relocate to RPV lower head at 25494 and KPV fails at 39604 s. Drywell pressure is in the order of 36 - 4 bars
prior the vessel failure after which it drops to 1.2 bars. The condensation pool saturates at 60 000 s, after which the drywell pressure starts to rise again. Atthe end
of te calculation the drywell pressure is 28 bars and increasing. Gas flow through the filtered venting system is highest during the first 20000 s ofthe accident, at
that time the core is still intact, and there is no fission product release. Due to the release through filtered vent, the calculated fission product release is small. Due lo
availabili4, of 312, progression of the accident is mch slower than i the other T2 sequence calculated (OT2-1).

Case T21-o

The reactor system pressure control is lost, vessel pressure rises until stretching of head bolts cause a small LOCA. Core mlts and vessel fails at high pressure. Core
debris relocates to the suppression pool. 322 is lost. The operator is not able to start the independent sprays 3221. Without pool cooling, the pool saturates and
containment pressure increases, The filtered vent rupture disc opening pressure is reached within 24 hours. Opening fails and containment pressure limit is reached.
Release is through the failed containment.

fOT2]-o fT21 - PWI PW4 - PW = 879 -10-14
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BYPASS SEQUENCES

Branch Containment events Contributing systems Release through plant state MAAP
category analysis

Y-b Failure of a pipe in shut down cooling system 321. 314 321 b yes

MAAP4 analysis of the sequence: initiating event is a break in the 321 systern causing leak into the reactor building. Availability of 314 is assumed. Scram occurs at
3 s. Core uncovers at 40 s, starts to relocate to the RPV lower head at 3846 s and the vessel fails at 8095 s. Due to the containment bypass, fssion product elease to
the reactor building is large. Most os the release occurs during the first 5000 s of the accident.
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